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GRANDER®: Reducing the Use of Chemicals, Optimizing Water
Quality
A heightened wellness factor at declining costs
Health through water – ‘sanus per aquam’: these time-tested words of wisdom the old Romans lived by are
still heeded by today’s wellness lovers. GRANDER® revitalized water makes a substantial contribution to this
end, improving people’s well-being all around. An additional bonus for operators who choose to install a
GRANDER® water revitalization system is the measurable savings potential.

Noticeable water quality improvement
GRANDER® water revitalization can significantly enhance the quality of water in spa and wellness facilities
and small and large swimming pools alike. Revitalized water is soft and smooth to the touch, bathing in it
leaves you truly relaxed, refreshed, and reenergized. The body’s muscles quickly relax in GRANDER®
revitalized water and its energy is transferred to body and mind. It also has beneficial properties for skin and
hair. And a further advantage caters to the nose: it has no distinctive smell. As revitalized water requires less
chlorine, guests can enjoy their wellness experience without the typical pungent odor.

Economic and ecological benefits for operators
GRANDER® water revitalization significantly reduces the necessary amount of chlorine and other chemicals.
Also the use of detergents can be curbed and you will observe that the required cleaning and maintenance
work will generally decline. The effect on operating costs is considerable. What is more, also freshwater
consumption greatly decreases. Thanks to GRANDER® water revitalization, operators can pride themselves
on making a valuable contribution to environmental and water protection. GRANDER® Inline Units are
powered by natural energy, which means they run without electricity and do not require chemical additives
nor any service or maintenance work. They protect the entire water cycle from silting up, help curb biofilm
formation, and contribute to fighting germs in the system: as a result, water returns to its natural cycle in a
revitalized way.
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Enjoy the effects of using GRANDER® revitalized water in spa and wellness facilities and both small and
large pools:
 A relaxing bathing experience for guests as the water is palpably softer
 A special feeling of freshness, vitality, and relaxation
 Reduced chlorine and therefore gentle to eyes and skin
 Optimized use of chemicals
 Sparing use of cleaning agents
 Low cleaning effort required
 Reduced operating costs

A small sample of our satisfied customers:










SanuraSPA, Bauma, CH
Umathum Wine Estate, Frauenkirchen, AT
Stadtbad Mödling (public pool), Mödling, AT
Kristall-Therme Schwangau spa, Schwangau, DE
Hotel LA CLAIRIÈRE, La Petite Pierre, FR
Spirit Hotel Thermal Spa, Sárvár, HU
Blu Fit, Bergamo, IT
Arena Alicante, Alicante, ES
And many more at: www.grander.com
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Captions (from left to right):
1. GRANDER® optimizes the water in both public swimming pools and at home © defrancesco
2. A glass of GRANDER® water revitalizes and refreshes the body after a visit to the sauna or a swim ©Hotel Alpin
Juwel
3. Take a bath in GRANDER® revitalized water to feel refreshed, energized, and full of vitality ©defrancesco
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